The Bennie Group uses Stratian to
reduce time and increase the accuracy of
quarry audits

About The Bennie Group

Executive Summary

The Bennie Group have five trading
companies. Peter Bennie operates
multiple quarry and landfill sites
and Barton is the Group’s
earthworks and civil engineering
division. They are a family business
founded in 1939 now in its third
generation, they employ upwards
of 150 people.

The challenge
Stratian were appointed to help The Bennie Group
transform their audit process for stockpile analysis from
a manual to aerial survey method.
The outcome - Delivering change
Reduction in the time taken for stockpile measurements by
70%.
The outcome - Risk management
Aerial surveys reduced the health and
safety risk for The Bennie Group employees, versus the
present manual surveys that involve physical climbing of
the stockpiles.

"Stratian has been providing us with a unique level of drone support on our projects
and testing; unlike other providers they understand the value of drone technology to
the industry and working with them is a welcome step change."
Matt Ayres - Operations Director - The Bennie Group
Challenges
Previously, The Bennie Group used a traditional 'walk-through' manual survey technique. This
involved an individual climbing each stockpile with a manual measuring device to create contour
lines. Climbing each stockpile is both difficult and dangerous - the group wanted to eliminate this
health and safety risk whilst reducing the time taken to complete the survey.

How we helped
We conducted an aerial survey of the three sites owned by The Bennie Group. Allowing for site-tosite movements, each area was completed with approximately 45 minutes of flight time. Post
completion, the data from each location was processed and used to construct accurate 3D point
cloud models of the sites. It is from these precise models that volumetric measurements of each
stockpile are derived.
The location data was converted into a 2D Orthomosaic to present the results, with annotations on
each stockpile. Versus manual methods, Stratian's visual report presents a more straightforward
and user-friendly stockpile and site management process.
Key benefits of the aerial survey included:
o
Faster completion compared to traditional manual survey methods
o
Reduced health and safety risks - the process removes the need to physically record the
stockpiles
Increased accuracy - manual surveys do not detect subtle stockpile differences as they rely
o
on contour lines instead of a point cloud model
o
3D site models of the site deliver greater visualisation

First stage
2D orthomosaic model of the Wroxton
Quarry. The next stage is to add
contour lines with corresponding
volumetrics to this aerial image.

Key deliverables
-3D models (.obj) - delivered in Sketchfab for ease of use - see here
-Topographical survey map constructed in conjunction with a chartered land surveyor
-Individual stockpile volumes
The future
The Bennie Group will continue to work with Stratian on their monthly quarry audits. There
are also trials being undertaken with the earthworks division of the Bennie Group.

"Exploring drone technology and leveraging its value has been an on-going strategic
component for Bennie for a number of years as the technology develops. We know the
future of drone technology within the construction industry is going to be huge and we want
to continue exploring, testing, and developing its use.
Using Stratian we are able to rapidly model, visualise, and measure our sites giving our
operational teams greater insight and added value into their everyday operations. This level
of aerial and dimensional detail had previously been the reserve of our engineering team
and our drone usage was infrequent do to its pure photographic nature. This step up in
capability is the start of giving our teams more and more info to enable them to-do their jobs
better."
Matt Ayres - Operations Director - The Bennie Group

For more information and to discuss how aerial surveys could impact your business
please contact Alex Hoppenbrouwers, Founder of Stratian.

alex@stratian.co.uk
07756606757

